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I. Can you find 12 parts of the body hidden in the letters below ? They are
written up,down and across.
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II. Here is the picture of a skeleton. Try to label the bones indicated.

III. Count the number ofjoints irr your thumb, middle
ring finger and little finger.

Quiz Time :

l. How many bones are there in our body ?

finger, index finger,

2. Which is the longest and strongest bone in the body ?

3. Which is the smallest bone in the body ?



IV. A List all the ways in which water is used in your house.

eg. Cooking the Food

:,

B Take two bowls and fill them with water. Put an eggin each bowl. Now

add three teaspoons of salt in the first bowl. Do you notice any difference,

If yes, what ? .....
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V. Collect five different types of leaves and paste them in a separate sheet. Write the

names & kinds of the plant. (Tree, Herb, shrub and Creeper)

VI. Do you know the lines ofthe thumb are different of different per:ple. Police u.se this {o

cateh thieves. Take thurnb rnark of your two friends & notice ths differens*s eind

write in a separate sheet.

VII. A. It takes one ysar f,or the earth to go round the sun. Can you guess how

many times it has gone rormd the sun sinee you were born ?

Ans.

B. During the day white clouds appear in the slqy in different shapes. Look at the

sky today and imagine the shapes of the clouds in the morning and evening

like a ship, flying bird, someone's face. Observe the sky and write your
answer in the blanks.

Ans.



C. Name the following pictures and circle the first letter of each word naming each
picture. Then write all these circled first letters in the blank given below. AII these

letters together will spell the name of the astronaut who walked on the rnoon for
the first time.
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Now, Wnte here the first letter of the name of each picture to find out the

astronaut's name :-

VIII. A. Draw & colour three objects that work on electricity in a separate sheet.

B. Draw & colour three objects that produce sound in a separate sheet.



IX. Write five sirnilarities & five dif{erences between Shahrukh Khan & Amitabh

Bachchan

l

ln Y_our_Eail_y Routine q[.Sgmmer Vacation Remember 5 Points

1" Take bath early in the morning
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3. Don't watch T.V. more than 2 hours & help your parents in house hold work.

T.V. aqrqr q id, qEdt-qrw 6} rrqE ffi r

4. Do something creative like painting, drawing, calligraphy.
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x. l. Learn Multiplication Tables -'2 to l0'.
2, Select 5 objects and draw the front view, side view & top view of it in A*4

paper,

3. Write 5 good manners which you follow. [on a separate shectJ

4. Write a story from Panchtantra in good handwriting & pick out naming words
(Nouns) from the same story. [on a separate sheet & attachJ

5. Learn to see the time in the clock.

6. Tell what is the time shown in the following clock.

I. Art / Craft :-
Draw and decorate a fish / flower / butterfly using either thrssd or bindis. [on a

separsto sheet & attachl

XII. Maths

Part - I
Q.- l Wrige the missing numbers :

l) 99,_, _, 102, tr03, _, 105

2) 150,_, 152, _, _, 155

Part - 2
Q.-l Which one of the following is tallest.

a) Pencil, tower

b) Tree, rose plant

Q.-2 Write correct answer.

l) Number of spokes in one cycle whecl.

a) Pencil, tower

b) Tree, rose plant

2) Number of matchsticks in a match box.

a) More than 30

b) Less than 30

English :-

XIII. Learn English poem "First day at school" and Hindi poem "dtc qal" and write
new words in a separate sheet.

size

2. 3.



a. Give yourself a big star* forbeing what you'are (Refer your Eng- l book page 27)
Write it on the block provided in the text book.

FOR SELF :

Q collect wrappers of few household product and look for the word MRp.
*What do you understand by MRP ?

*Product's Name MRP Printed on the

1)

2)

3)

4)
<\r)

*FUN 
4.-e_TtrYLTrm,S"

HAVE A IREAT WTTh{GL;T EIEAT !tt!!!t"

Prepare a tas$' rlish witir easily available ingedients. Write down ttre ingredients and the
recipe iu q'our words" Click a photograph of the same. Remernber o'it has to be eooked
u,ithout fire"
Note: Do it on a A-4 size paper.

II) Make your own advertisement on "Healthy Food" items.

ADVERTISEMENT

III) Find out 10 new words & make a picture dictionary in a creative manner on A-4 size
coloured pastel sheet. Find out 3 to 5 new words from each alphabets & illustrate it
to make the words in sentences after you come back from vacations

Maths: Show ordinal numbers from 1 to 10 on an A-4 size sheet using your own ideas

and creativety.


